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A THOROUGH STUDY ON A CHILD LEARNING  HER FIRST LANGUAGE: A Case Study on a Three-Year Old Child




     This paper discusses mainly on  the development of the language acquisition of the three year old child. The object of the study happens to be the writer’s granddaughter. So he could observe her totally, day by day for three years to see how her  language acquisition developed. He recorded the produced sounds, words and sentences whether they are meaningful or not in order to see how she finally could form  meaningful utterances. The fact that learning a first language needs much energy, time and endless effort; since she was  a baby, the environment (the parents, grandparents, aunts etc) has been trying to stimulate her to talk. The response is astounding; she seems to understand what the adults have been communicating. Gradually, when she is three years old she can produce meaningful words, or utterances that can be understood by the adults and even can be used for communication.  Therefore, in this paper, the writer will reveal the process of how a child learns her mother tongue and show the progress of the language acquisition starting from the first cry until the ability to produce meaningful utterances. 

Introduction
     Studying children’s language acquisition is really fascinating and an interesting thing to do because we know the amazing development of their language acquisition from the age of 0 to 3 years  or more. One of the remarkable things about the first language acquisition is the high degree of similarity which we see in the early language of children. All children in all over the world do the same things “cooing” and “gurgling”, as the first vocalizations. The earliest vocalizations of the first language acquisition are the involuntary crying that babies do when they are hungry or feel uncomfortable. Even infants are able to hear very subtle differences between the sounds of human language. For example, tiny babies can differentiate between “pa” and “ma”. By the end of their first year, they understand a few frequently repeated words and are able to produce a word or two words. By the age of two, most children produce  at least fifty different words and some produce many more and they also start to combine words into simple sentences, for example, “mama mimik” , “Mama  maem”etc. Their simple sentences are called “ telegraphic” because they often leave out such things as articles, prepositions, and auxiliary verbs (Lightbown, 1999:2). 
     Some linguists state that language acquisition is divided into two main periods, namely Pre-linguistic Period (0 – 1 year old)  and Linguistic Period (1 – 5 years old). In the periods of infant, the movement appears from his/her instinct. In the age of 7-8 months, his/her feeling and emotion begins to appear, although his/her ratio and mind has not got the function at all. At the age of 12-14 months, a baby knows its environment socially and physically. A baby can differentiate  the vicinity and people around. Gradually a baby begins to learn “words” to whoever he/she speaks around him/her. Therefore, a baby needs an expression which is called “language”. The language development can be viewed from different approaches, such as behavioristic, nativist, and functional approaches. Each of these approaches will be discussed in thoroughly as the basis of  this discussion.

Theories Underlying First Language Acquisition
     There are some different theories related to the language acquisition. Brown (2000:22) states that according to behavioristic approach, children come into the world with a blank sheet of paper (tabula rasa), a clean state bearing no preconceived notions about the world or about language, and then children are shaped by their environment and slowly conditioned through various schedules of reinforcement. Meanwhile, constructivist makes not only the rationalist or cognitivist claim that children come into this world with very specific innate knowledge, predispositions, and biological timetables, but the children learn to function in a language chiefly through interaction and discourse. The following diagram shows three different approaches but complement each other: Behavioristic, Nativist, and Functional approaches. 
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Figure 1: The different Approaches of Behaviorist, Nativist and Functional 
Behavioristic Approach
     Behaviorism is a psychological theory of learning which was very influential in the 1940s and 1950s, especially in the US. Skinner in Brown (2000: 22-23) states that language learning is a kind of behavior similar to other behaviors. Language is learnt in much the same way as anything else is learnt. It is believed that language learning is the result of imitation, practice, feedback on success, and habit formation. Children imitate the sounds and patterns which they hear around them and receive positive reinforcement for doing so. Therefore, it is believed that imitation and practice become the major process in language development and positive reinforcement and corrections play a major role in  language acquisition. Two important concepts are put forward in supporting this theory, such as stimulus (S), response (R)
S               R 
The term stimulus (S) refers to the reinforcement or the environment and response (R) refers to the activity resulting from behavior changing. It is believed that stimulus such as reinforcement can produce response.  The stimulus can be in the form of language input. When a child gets a language input from the environment, he will imitate it and continue to imitate and practice this input  (sounds and patterns) until he  forms  “habits” of correct language use. Thus, learning in this case is seen as behavior change through habit formation, conditioned by the presence of stimuli and strengthened  through practices and selective reinforcement.

The Nativist Approach
     The Nativist, also known as innatist, believes that language is not a behavior learned  through imitation and conditioning as  Chomsky and Miler (1957) in Chaer (2003: 169-170) states that children’s minds are not blank slates to be filled merely by imitating language they hear in the environment. Instead, he claims that children are born with special ability to discover for themselves the underlying rules of a language system. Goh and Silver (2004: 19) also give emphasis that language is rule-based and generative in nature, processed and produced through complicated cognitive processes and mechanism. Children are equipped with L.A.D (Language Acquisition Devices). L.A.D is a series of syntactic universal, structural properties universally found in all languages. These syntactic structures are innate. 
     Another assumption of this approach is that language development follows biological and chronological program.  Just as normal children go through distinct and predictable phases of psychomotor development at different times during their early years, various grammatical features are acquired according to natural order or program. It is supported by Lenneberg (1967) who is popular with his Critical Period Hypothesis in which he argues that critical point for language acquisition  occurs around puberty. Beyond this point, people who try to learn a language will not acquire it fully. 
Functional Approach  
      The primary focus of the functional approach which is also popular as interactionist model is how language and cognitive development take place within key contexts of interaction. It means that language development goes along or is dependent on the cognitive development supported by the environment, i.e. contexts of interaction.  These contexts include care giving, play and joint adult-child book reading where many communication routines occur. Such routines allow adults to provide a rich source of language input in meaningful communicative contexts. These inputs, of course contribute to the language development. Another contribution of adult –child interaction is that it provides opportunities for young children to use and experiment with language. Just like adults, children use language for particular communicative function, such as requests, refusals etc, for example, “Apa ini?” (What’s that), “cucu” asking for milk etc.
      Since the language development is dependent on the child’s cognitive capacity and attempts and the quality of input, environment the child’s experience to live, thus, to enhance the acquisition of language attention  to the quality of input is of a very great important.  This idea is in line with Vygotskyan view of cognitive and language in which it is stated that cultural and social environments and language learning are interrelated. Children learn a language in social interactions and use it for social purposes.  Secondly, cognition is also seen as closely related to language learning. Children’s cognition is developed through their interaction with their parents and other people. Adults use language to teach children about their world by talking to them about everyday routines, naming objects together and teaching them about appropriate behaviors.  However, the relationship between the cognition and the language learning gradually changes as the child grows older. Through language used by themselves and the people around them. Children learn to interpret new experiences which further develops their ability to think.                       










Figure 2: Changing Relationship between Cognitive Development and Language
Language Form Development
     In this part, the language development of children from an early age to the ages of four or five is discussed. This period is highlighted because it is in the early years children experience tremendous cognitive and language development. This development shows exactly how the language acquisition is being processed. By the end of their fourth and fifth year, most children will have acquired the basic grammatical structures, adultlike articulation, morphological construction, and express a range of pragmatic intentions (syntax and semantic) and understand adult’s utterances. Through these ages, children will step by step learn and acquire the four linguistic competencies (phonology, morphology, syntax and discourse).
Phonological Development
     Carroll (1999:256) states that children come to the task of learning phonology with some knowledge of how to communicate  in nonverbal ways. The prelinguistic infant knows how to use gestures to make assertions and requests, and once early speech sounds are mastered, they are quickly used for these same communicative functions. The child first attempts at producing sounds have more to do with practicing the sound system than with communicating with others. Eventually, the abilities to communicate without words and to vocalize without meaning merge into productive and communicative speech. Phonological system begins with the child’s perception of speech and then turns to the production of speech.
The Development of Speech Production
     The most widely accepted theory of speech perception is the innatist theory, first proposed by Jakobson and much influenced by the work of Chomsky and other generative linguists. A mechanism called the Language Acquisition Device (LAD) is assumed to be responsible for the ability humans have to analyze linguistic inputs and to construct grammars that generate them. This theory also believes that a newborn can discriminate between pairs of segments (consonants and vowels) attested in at least one language of the world, even if they are not distinctive in the language they are exposed to. Speech production starts with babbling. It begins at the age of 6 to 7 months. Infants, first use reduplicated babbling, in which they repeat a consonant-vowel sequence, such as babababa. By  11 months  to 1 year, infants use variegated babbling, in which syllable strings consist of varying consonants and vowels, such as bigodabu. These developments, along with the decline of categorical perception of nonnative contrasts suggest that infants are beginning to acquire the phonology of their native language by late in their first year.   
     The second speech development is transition to speech. By the end of the first year, two aspects of the infant’s development – the use of gestures to convey meaning and the mastery of speech sounds in non communicative situations – begin to merge. Now, the child is capable of using speech sounds to communicate meaning. 
     The third is phonological processes in early words. At the age 1 year, children begin to produce recognizable words. Some simple words may be pronounced  correctly from the start. However, children’s version of words differ from adult versions. There are some inferences about children’s phonological processes: Reduction occurs when children delete or eliminate sounds, for example tore for store. Coalescence occurs when phonemes from different syllabus are combined into a single syllable, such as paf for pacifier. Reduplication occurs when one syllable of a multisyllabic word is repeated, as in dada for daddy. 

Morphological Development 
     A morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit of a language. For example, the word ‘cats’ and ‘singing’ are made up of two morphemes  respectively,  ‘cat’ and ‘s’ and ‘jump’ and ‘ing’. Typically, children’s utterances develop from single words to two-word utterances to three and more words. Most of these words are content words such as nouns and verbs while grammar words, such as prepositions and ‘be’ verbs, emerge much later.
     According to Goh and Silver (2004: 83-84) morphological development in young children has four key characteristics: conceptually simple before conceptually complex, concrete action orientation before abstract relationships, overgeneralization and overuse of certain morphemes, and simple phonemic additions and phonological rule learning. In the early year of language acquisition children may be able to master simple spatial morphemes, for examples: “ini”, “di sini”. After a while they will be able to say “di sana”, “di situ” which represents their mastery in a more complex spatial relationship. Goh and Silver (2004), point out that the first morpheme mastered by the western children is the present progressive, for example, “Daddy sleeping”, “Doggie running”. However, after learning from the adults’ language “Daddy’s sleeping”, “Doggie’s running” they eventually learn the rule and the context for using “ing”. It is also found out that children tend to overgeneralize certain morphemes, such as regular plural “s” (e.g., “mouses”, “peoples”, “feets” etc).
 
Syntactic Development
     Syntactic development is a gradual process and involves learning at different level. The syntactic development observed here is the development of phrases and sentences.
Phrases
Noun Phrase
     Usually, the initial utterances produced by the children are single nouns. So when they can produce more than two words, it means that the syntactic development may happen. For example, “bird” becomes “ a bird” later it becomes “a big bird” after their second birthday. Further expansion of this phrase may include the addition of the possessive ‘s’ morpheme (e.g., Mummy’s car, Daddy’s hat).
Verb Phrase
     The development of verb phrase is closely related to the acquisition of simple morphemes. The initial verbs produced by the children are only single verbs, for example, “Mummy driving”, “Daddy eating” etc. Further development of this verb, modal auxiliary verbs such as ‘can’, ‘cannot’ and ‘must’ also begin to appear, for example,  “Must be careful, Daddy”, “I’m very sad” etc. When the children grow older, they will be able to produce imperative sentences and complex sentences, such as “Give me a hug, Mum”, “Give me some bread, please.” Complex sentence, such as, “I want to sit at the table and eat this”, “I want to go to England ‘cause I speak English” etc.
 
Discourse Development
     Discourse development refers to the child’s choice of articles, pronouns and tenses. In addition, it also addresses the relationship between utterances (syntactic choice) in a discourse. Finally it deals with how the child can dynamically make perception and responses movements as the topic change with other participants (interlocutors). In this development, children are able to produce sentences in large meaningful units such as conversation and interviews. The older the age of the children the better the discourse competence the children make.

An Analysis of a Three-Year Old Child in Acquiring Her First Language         
     In this part, the writer discusses the result of his longitudinal study of the language acquisition development of his granddaughter. The name of his granddaughter as the subject of this study is Calista Iola Locita. She was born on October 20, 2007. Her father is an architect and her mother is a civil engineer.  She has been living with the writer ever since she was born, so the writer could record her language from the very beginning of her life. The analysis of her language is started from the analysis of her phonological development and then the morphological, syntactical, and discourse level development.
The Linguistic Development Analysis of a child from 0 up to  36 months.
a)	0 – 6 months
At this early age, Iola, as her nickname has been able to produce several vowel sounds such as [o], [u], [a] in the sounds of “oh”, “uh”, and “ah”. She still finds difficulties in producing the vowel sound [i] except when she is screaming in “hiii”. Moreover in producing the consonant sounds like [b], [p], or [m], she is not able to produce them yet.  
b)	7 – 12 months
At this age, she is beginning to produce vowel sounds (m,b, p) in “mama”, “babi” “papa”. It is also surprising that a child tends to replace the consonant sound of “g” with “j”, “k” with “c”, and “s” with “k” in the consonant sounds of “jajah” for “gajah”, “cacang” for “kacang”, “kikil” for “sikil” etc. At this stage she is able to say “mimik”, “maem”, “da-da”. 
c)	13 – 24 months
At this age, she is able to speak and compose two strings of words in order to express her needs. It is  called Two-word stage for children are able to express their ideas to fulfill their needs by producing two-word sentences.   For example: “mama mimik”, “Ola atuh” for “Iola Jatuh”, “Ola akit” for “Iola sakit” etc. Basically, a child at this age is already able to produce the consonant sounds like [j], [p], [b], [d], [t], [m], and [n].
The followings are the dialogues between the writer and the child:

Transcript 1
Writer: Iola makan apa? (What are you eating Iola?)
Iola: Maem cacang. (eating peanuts) 
Writer: (While pointing to the skin of the peanuts the writer asked Iola) Ini
             apa? (What is this?)
 Iola: tulit for “kulit” (the skin of peanuts)




Iola: Yangtung mimik ail putih! (She was asking her Grandfather to get her some drinking water)
Writer: Air putih apa susu?
Iola: Nggak mau cucu; ail putih aja.
Writer: OK. Ambil sendiri ya.
Iola: “Nggak au”  (No)
Writer: Tunggu ya. (Wait a minute)
Iola: ya  

Phonological Development	Morphological Development	Syntactical Development	Discourse Development
Dialogue 1Kacang – cacangSusu - cucuk   -     c s   -     cKulit – tulityangkung-yangtungk    -    tBubuk – Bubukb     -    bAir – ailR  -  lMau – auM – øDialogue 2Mimik – mimikm   -   mAir – ailR  -  lMau – auM – øPutih  -  utihp     -     øAt this age, the child can not pronounce the sound  k, r when they take place in the first syllables and she will replace it with the second one as in  for the sound [k] is replaced by [t] in  Kulit – tulit. The sound [r] is replaced by the sound l in “air” – “ail”. Etc	“Nggak au” (nggak mau). This indicates that Iola can arrange the verb of refusal of the command of her grandfather.In her daily life she often says:“Papa di Jakarta”.It also indicates that she can  apply the preposition “di” correctly	A child can produce a Request sentence:S + V + O, for example in: “Yangtung mimik ail putih.”Besides, she can also produce noun phrase “ail putih” (plain water)	At this stage, the child is able to responds the interlocutor’s question. For example: Dimana Yangti? (Where is grandma?). The answer is “Bubuk” (Sleeping” etc.) In this case, children tend to give short answer rather than complete answer. However, it is effective. 

d)	25 – 36 months
At this age, as commonly called as telegraphic stage,  children can produce longer sentences. They also sometimes create  innovative words coinages in order to fill the gap in their lexicon. For example “babali” for strawberry, “dadah” for “gajah” etc. The following is the transcript of the conversation between the writer and the subject.
Transcript 1.
Mother: Mama ke Pasar ya.
Iola: Iola ikut.
Mother: Ikut kemana?
Iola: Ikut ke pasar.
Mother: Mau beli apa?
Iola: Mau beli jajan.
Mother: Pakai sandal ya. 
Iola: Mana sandalnya?
Mother: Lha dimana?
Iola: Nggak tahu.  

Transcript 2
Iola   : Yangti maem.
Grandma: Mau makan apa?
Iola   : Bihun.
Grnadma: Bihunnya habis tu.
Iola   : Beli bihun yangti.
Grandma: Kamu yang beli bihun ya?
Iola   : Nggak mau.
      
      Transcript 3
       Iola : Bebeknya mana?
       Grandfa: Tuh, di sana.
       Iola : Bebeknya banyak ya.
       Grandfa: Berapa, coba dihitung
       Iola : satu, dua, tiga ,empat, lima. Banyak ya.
       Grandfa: Kamu mau?
       Iola : Mau, mau. Ambil yangkung. Ambil. 

Transcript 4.





Grandfa: Untuk dipakai yangkung.
Iola:  Jangan untuk Iola aja.

Phonological Development	Morphological Development	Syntactical Development	Discourse Development
At this age, the child is able to pronounce the sound [k] clearly in “ikut” (transcript 1), and in “yangkung” (transcript 4). Before that she pronounced it into [t] “itut: or “yangtung”. The roll sound [r] is also pronounced clearly in “pasar” (tanscript 1)-In transcript 2The sound [n] in “mana” (transcript 2) and  [g] in “tiga” (transcript 3) are also pronounced clearly. So, at the age of three, a child has clear pronunciation for the sounds that are difficult to be pronounced when she was two years old. 	At this stage, the child is able to form an article “–nya” for “bebeknya” (the ducks) and a quantifier “banyak” in “Bebeknya banyak”.  	The formation of the sentence produced by the child at this age is a little bit longer consisting of complete sentence  ø (Ellipsis)  + V + Oin “(Saya)Mau beli jajan.” Besides, she is also able to produce a request sentence like in “Ambil yangkung” and refusal sentence in “Nggak mau” etc.Once, she also said”Tu Yangti beli cucu untuk Iola ya”. Thus, at the age of three the relative clauses begin to emerge.  Transcript 4 shows her fast syntactical development in which she can apply the question words “apa” and “siapa”  correctly in “Beli apa?”, “Celana apa?”, “Untuk siapa?  	At this age, the child is able to comprehend an indirect question like in “Lha di mana?” and she answers “Nggak tahu” and she can also give a response to her grandma’s statement that the “bihun” is already all up by requesting her to buy the “bihun” like in “Beli bihun yangti”.In transcript 4 she could form questions using question words “apa” (what), “untuk siapa” (for whom) successively in a  correct way and could response the answers given by her grandfather well. At this age, Iola’s cognition develops very well as she can choose her preference to drink water  rather than following her grandmother to drink milk.  

     The fact that as the child grows more mature the language she acquires is more perfect. She can pronounce the sounds that were formerly difficult  to pronounce and even can arrange words into more complex sentences. Her cognition also develops well as she grows older. The two tables above show Iola’s language development from  the age of two to  three. When she is almost three years old her language development is quite remarkable in which she can pronounce the consonant sounds [k], [t], [n], [g],[r] clearly and form complex sentences like in “Yangkung pakai mobil putih aja jangan yang biru” meaning that her grandfather is not allowed to drive the blue car but the white one instead.       

Conclusion
     Young children’s phonological development is a long and gradual process. At the beginning of producing the sounds, they produce many words  and sounds which are totally different from the adult’s forms. Very often the sounds are understood  only through rich interpretation. For example,  
Phonological Rule	Examples
DeletionInitial consonant	Mau- /au/Putih - /utih/
Back assimilation 	Goldi - /didi/
Substitution       Initial consonant                                  Middle consonant	Kulit-/tulit/, Kacang-/cacang/Kaki- /tati/Gajah - /jajah/Susu - /cucu/Ikut - /itut

Not all children will experience similar problems but they adopt the same broad phonological rules for simplifying sounds that they find hard to articulate. However, by ages of three to five, the difficulties are reducing. For example, if formerly at the age of two, Iola found difficulties in articulating the sound /r/, /k/, but by the age of three she finally can pronounce them well.
     In the morphological development, in stage 1 and stage 2, Iola could produce one word utterances to two-word utterances as the dominant utterances to communicate with people around her. However, when she grows older she can produce more than two-words utterances even she can produce a word conveys the meaning of ownership like in “Nyaknya Iola” and plurality in “Bebeknya banyak ya” etc. 
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